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I. 

The aim of the doctoral thesis is to give a picture of English lexicography in Hungary today. It 

deals with general purpose concise dictionaries. The writer’s aim was to continue the work of 

Professor Tamás Magay. He published two very important works about English lexicography 

in Hungary. The first was published in 1967: English Lexicography in Hungary from the 

Beginnings to 1944. In 1979, it was followed by The Principles of Bilingual Lexicography 

(The Dictionaries of László Országh). In this doctoral thesis the writer gives an overview of 

the general purpose concise dictionaries published between 1981–2002 and explains the 

changes and developments we can experience nowadays.  

There is a wide variety of dictionaries on the Hungarian market. The writer deals with 

general purpose concise dictionaries because these are the dictionaries that language learners 

use most often.  

The first chapter deals with the principles of bilingual lexicography. In the second chapter, 

the writer compares four concise dictionaries published by Akadémiai Publishers. Finally, in 

the third chapter, the writer compares another four concise dictionaries published by other 

publishers (Aquila and Könyvmíves). Each comparison follows the same pattern: headword 

(building the headword list); alphabetization; homonymy; indication of pronunciation; 

grammatical information; equivalent; illustrative example; phraseology and the comparison 

ends with the examination of the front and back matter. With the comparison of the 

dictionaries the writer tries to point out how dictionaries could be more useful in the future. 

As a practising lexicographer, the writer says that the compilation of dictionaries is a 

complex task. The lexicographer must know the users – how they use dictionaries; what their 

problems and needs are etc. That way, the dictionary will give them what they need. In 2004, 

seven secondary schools, 122 students, took part in a survey to understand how effectively 

students use their dictionaries. The results are also used to support the writer’s statements. 

II. 

In the chapters, each comparison follows the same pattern. 

1. Headword (building the headword list) 

Dictionary users have high expectations. Users typically expect their dictionary to include 

every word they are ever likely to encounter. Lexicographers know that in practice this cannot 
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happen because it is impossible to predict all the questions that users will ask of their 

dictionary. No dictionary can include everything, so we have to decide what to include in a 

dictionary – and what to exclude. Our goal is to meet the needs of most users most of the 

time. A new dictionary should contain as much as possible of the very latest material. At this 

point the lexicographer should be careful because ‘fashionable words’ have high frequency 

but are very short-lived. The lexicographer has no time to wait and see whether a particular 

new word has come to stay or will disappear, (s)he tries to decide which words will survive 

and include only those which can be expected to stand the test of time. Dictionaries are often 

revised and in the future editions it is important to retain only words, meanings etc. that are 

still in use. The totality of means of expression in a language can be divided into general 

language and special language but the boundary between these categories is very difficult to 

define. Many technical terms are used only in technical circles and remain unknown to the lay 

person. However, many others (bar code or PIN number) have made their way into general 

language and become known in lay circles. We use them every day, so a general purpose 

concise dictionary should include them. Proper names can be also problematic. It is said about 

proper names that they have no meaning. This does not imply that names of persons and 

geographical names should be banned from dictionaries. Names are part of the language and 

their spelling, pronunciation, inflexion etc. should certainly be shown in a dictionary. These 

are just some of the problems the lexicographer has to solve. Building the headword list is a 

very hard and complex task. Space is finite, so it has to be used intelligently. 

2. Alphabetization 

If all the headwords are single words, there is no alphabetization problem. Usually 

dictionaries contain multiword items and in this case problems arise. Essentially, there are two 

options: to alphabetize word by word, or letter by letter. The dictionaries the writer analysed 

organize the headwords letter by letter. In a word-by-word list, the space between words takes 

precedence, hyphens come next and letters come last. This means that power cut will come 

before power-down and they both precede powerboat. In a letter-by-letter list, these words are 

in the following order: powerboat, power cut, power-down. Dictionaries therefore tend to 

alphabetize letter by letter. All dictionaries must decide where in the ordering of the entry 

should go phrasal verbs. In most of the dictionaries, phrasal verbs are treated as secondary 

headwords. They are collected after the entry of their verbs.  
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3. Homonymy 

A homonym is one of a group of words that have the same spelling and the same 

pronunciation but have different meanings. Traditionally dictionaries separated punch (puncs) 

from punch (ökölcsapás). Homonymy, however, is gradually being abandoned as an 

organizing principle in many types of dictionary. In historical dictionaries, homonymous 

words always appear as separate entries, but the value of homonymy to a synchronic account 

of meaning is far less clear. For many users, such divisions may seem pointless, so we will 

often find date (datolya and dátum) in the same entry. 

4. Pronunciation 

Information about pronunciation is needed only in dictionaries intended for active use. In 

bilingual dictionaries, for practical reasons it has to be given in dictionaries intended for 

passive use. The pronunciation of English is by no means according to the spelling and is 

fairly difficult to predict. In dictionaries for those who are not native speakers, the 

pronunciation is therefore always given separately from the headword. The pronunciation is 

usually enclosed in brackets of some kind, most often square brackets [ ]; slant brackets / / 

and round brackets ( ). The most common way of showing how a word is pronounced is to use 

the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). The stress mark is always placed before the 

stressed syllable. In modern dictionaries, variant pronunciations are also given. These are 

separated from the main pronunciation by a comma, or the word ‘vagy’. If the main 

pronunciation has many symbols and the variant differs only slightly, it can be abbreviated. 

The pronunciation of regular inflected forms is usually predictable and need not be given, but 

pronunciation information may be necessary for irregular inflected forms. Irregular inflected 

forms attached to equivalents in active dictionaries are not provided with pronunciation. This 

is given only in passive bilingual dictionaries. It is the most effective, if the pronunciation is 

shown where the irregular form appears as headword, but it is common for the pronunciation 

to be shown only in the entry for the basic form. Some dictionaries give it in both places. 

With longer headwords, the inflected form has to be abbreviated, so the pronunciation 

information must then be abbreviated in exactly the same way. In the modern dictionaries, 

pronunciation information is also given for compound words. 

5. Variant forms and variant spellings 

In the early 18th century, English spelling was not standardised. Differences became 

noticeable after the publishing of influential dictionaries. Current British English spellings 
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follow, for the most part, those of Samuel Johnson’s Dictionary of the English Language 

(1755), whereas many American English spellings follow Noah Webster’s An American 

Dictionary of the English Language of 1828. In a few cases, the same word has a different 

spelling which reflects a different pronunciation. However, in most cases the pronunciation of 

the words is nearly the same. Two types can be mentioned: variant forms, e.g. aluminium 

(which is British English) and aluminum (the American form of the word); and variant 

spellings, e.g. colour (which is British English) and color (the American English). The 

lexicographer must decide how to handle these British and American forms. The style guide’s 

function will be to make the dictionary consistent and gives answer for these problems. 

6. Grammar 

There are four kinds of grammatical information that we expect to find in dictionary entries. 

Firstly, there is information about the inflexions that a lexical item might have. Secondly, 

each item in the dictionary is traditionally provided with a part-of-speech label (e.g. noun, 

adjective). Thirdly, there is syntactical information (e.g. verbs are marked transitive or 

intransitive). Fourthly, grammatical information may be provided implicitly or covertly by 

means of the illustrative examples. 

7. Morphology 

After the pronunciation (in the English–Hungarian dictionaries), we will find the part-of-

speech labels, which are very important, because these labels have the force of an outright 

reference to grammar. Each lexical item should be clearly identified, i.e. to which class and 

subclass it belongs. Lexicographers agree that if the dictionary is for the speakers of the target 

language, the general directions in the dictionary should be given in that language (in this case 

Hungarian). In bilingual dictionaries, the inflexion is to be given for the language where the 

user’s knowledge is imperfect – for the headwords in a passive dictionary, for the equivalents 

in an active dictionary. It is natural that inflexion statements are usually fuller in passive 

dictionaries, where the inflexion of any given word need appear only once. Inflexion 

information alongside headwords in an active bilingual dictionary is needed only where 

uncertainty may arise.  

8. Syntax 

These dictionaries are used mainly by the Hungarian learners who want to express themselves 

in English or translate a text into English, so they have to include essential grammatical 
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information. In an active dictionary, the equivalents should be supplied with the syntactic 

information that the user requires in the translation situation. The dictionary should provide 

the foreign learner with all the information he needs without referring him/her to handbooks 

of grammar. Part of the information that a dictionary user expects to gain from a dictionary 

entry for a lexical item is how to use that item in its own performance. The user has to know 

how it fits as an individual item into the general syntactic patterns of the language. This 

information is particularly important in the case of verbs. The traditional specification of 

verbs as transitive or intransitive provides insufficient information to enable the learner to 

build acceptable clauses. The dictionary entry needs to specify in detail which clause patterns 

a verb may enter, what complementation a verb may take etc. What is true for the 

specification of the syntactic operation of verbs is also true for members of other word 

classes. Nouns, for example, can be countable or uncountable. In respect of adjectives, some 

are restricted in position of occurrence to their attributive position or to predicative position. 

The list can be continued for long. Sometimes dictionaries provide the relevant information 

not only in dictionary entries but also in information boxes. It helps the user give all the useful 

information he needs without referring him/her to handbooks of grammar.  

9. Equivalent 

In monolingual dictionaries, the obvious way of transmitting the meaning of the headword is 

by means of the definition. In bilingual dictionaries there is the source language (SL) and the 

target language (TL). A bilingual dictionary is used by two types of users: speakers of the SL 

and speakers of the TL. If your own language is the SL, then your dictionary is an encoding 

dictionary (also called an active dictionary). If your own language is the TL, then your 

dictionary is a decoding dictionary (or a passive dictionary). In bilingual dictionaries, 

definitions are very rare. Standard bilingual dictionaries use the translation component as the 

principal way of telling the user what the headword means. In bilingual dictionaries, the 

dictionary user will find equivalents. It is the closest possible correspondence created trough 

translation between the lexical units of the SL and the TL. The ideal or absolute equivalent is 

a lexical unit in the TL which corresponds both semantically and stylistically to the source-

language unit, and which can be immediately inserted in a sentence in the TL. This 

correspondence is brought about through translation, so the fuller term is translation 

equivalent. Ideally the single word translation is the best equivalent (one-to-one 

correspondence), but this is very seldom feasible. Among the single-word equivalents there 

are two special types worth mentioning: a, foreign borrowings or loan words b, calques or 
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loan translations. In most of the cases there is more than one equivalent, because language 

correspondence fails to produce the solely adequate equivalent. Such equivalents are actually 

nothing else than synonyms of the source-language items in the TL. We may call them near 

equivalents. There are many reasons of near equivalence. Apart from the grammatical 

differences between the nature of the given two languages, the underlying reason is the 

difference between the cultures of the two language communities involved. Words that mark 

this difference are called culture-bound words which denote objects peculiar  to the culture of 

the SL. They may be objects or institutions totally lacking in the TL. There is a close 

relationship between language and culture. Cultural differences can be found in law, 

education, culinary skills, politics etc. Finally, non-equivalence should be also mentioned. It is 

the case when a bilingual dictionary takes over the role of a monolingual dictionary. The 

reasons of non-equivalence is similar to what has been said in connection with the near-

equivalence. Explanation is given when there is no equivalent. A language is more than a list 

of words, it is a mirror of a community. The differences that make it impossible to give a 

satisfactory simple and adequate translation are mostly found between legal systems,, 

historically determined customs both on national and local level. 

10. Sense division 

A dictionary gives a set of ‘arbitrarily’ collected headwords and its main task is to describe 

their meanings by various means and in various depths depending on the scope and type of 

the dictionary and the type and requirements of its users. Words can be monosemous, i.e. 

having a single meaning or polysemous, i.e. having several meanings. If the given word is 

polysemous, the meanings in the given dictionaries are separated by numbers. In a dictionary 

which is not a historical dictionary what we find is a description of what the language is at the 

present time. So the first sense is usually the central or ‘core’ meaning, the most common 

meaning from which all other senses can be derived. Another major aspect to be taken into 

account is the frequency of senses. The most frequent senses come first. Another type of sense 

ordering is the contrast between ‘concrete’ meanings and ‘abstract’ meanings. The preference 

is given usually to the concrete over the abstract because the concrete meaning is often easier 

to grasp. Normally there are three kinds of labels to indicate when a word is mainly used by a 

particular group of people or in a particular social context. This is given in italic after the 

headword or after the sense number. The labels can be: a, temporal b, regional c, stylistic 

labels. These are very useful during the differentiation of translation equivalents. It is also 

very important to list and explain them in the front matter. Metalinguistic indicators or glosses 
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are also used in the bilingual dictionaries for this reason. These indicators serve to pinpoint 

meaning. Sometimes they are context words, occasionally definitions, encyclopaedic 

explanations or complementary comments to elucidate meaning. 

11. Illustrative examples 

Illustrative phrases or examples have three functions. They indicate the syntactic distribution 

of words in their various senses, they also throw light on the meaning of words, and 

encourage the learner to compose sentences which are lexically and syntactically new. They 

are very important, because these illustrative examples can give significant information about 

grammar, meaning and usage. However, they should not be intended to take the place of 

grammatical or semantic statements. Their role is to illustrate these grammatical and semantic 

rules. The examples that illustrate usage may be sentence-length or phrases or parts extracted 

from sentences. They all serve as another device of meaning differentiation or 

disambiguation. 

12. Phraseology (fixed expressions, idioms, proverbs and phrasal verbs) 

Their treatment in bilingual dictionaries varies with authors and publishers, but their 

importance just as with illustrative examples is ever increasing. Idioms are groups of words 

that frequently occur together. They are relatively fixed multiword units and their global 

meaning is different from the sum of the individual meanings of the constituent parts, so it is 

essential to list as many idioms as the lexicographer can and help the language learners to 

identify them. Such lexical units (mostly multiword units) are not just listed in the bilingual 

dictionaries, but translated into the target language, disambiguated if necessary and labelled to 

help establish full equivalence. Their arrangement also varies with dictionaries, however, they 

are entered normally under the various meanings, senses or as separate entries (or subsentries) 

in the case of phrasal verbs, for example. 

13. Front and back matter 

Despite wide variations in content, most dictionaries have two major components: the A–Z 

entries, and all the other material which we can categorize as front matter and back matter. 

The content of these sections varies a great deal depending on the needs of users. The front 

matter typically contains a foreword and acknowledgements, some kind of introduction to the 

dictionary, and an explanation of abbreviations, labels etc. used in the text. The back matter 

often includes lists such as verb tables, numbers, weights and measures etc., but it may also 
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provide maps, diagrams, and other material geared to the needs of the target user. In many 

dictionaries, you will often find additional information in a centre section (the mid-matter). 

This may deal with language issues (such as grammar, word formation, and regional 

varieties), or provide useful study aids such as guidance on writing essays, reports, letters or 

emails. Bilingual dictionaries may also include lists of faux amis and practical guides to 

various aspects of living in the countries where the two languages are spoken. 

III. 

The Second World War’s influence was immense and it changed everything even 

lexicography. The publishing houses were brought under State control and the whole 

Hungarian publishing was centralised. Dictionaries could be published only by the Akadémiai 

Publishing House, where the editorial board was formed and they started to compile 

comprehensive, concise and pocket dictionaries. The English–Hungarian, Hungarian–English 

dictionaries have always represented the highest quality in Hungary. After the political 

transformation in 1990 many publishing houses were founded and some of them specialized 

in dictionaries, so a new generation of dictionaries could appear on the market. Unfortunately, 

among these we can find dictionaries of very poor quality. They are published because the 

market demands cheap dictionaries. It is a huge problem in Hungary that price is the decisive 

factor when choosing (and buying) a dictionary. In her work the writer tries to draw attention 

to this problem. 

IV. 

The topic discussed in the thesis is very important from a practical viewpoint. The recent 

developments in information and communication technologies, especially in the field of 

lexicography, offer wider possibilities for the lexicographers. Dictionaries are one of the most 

important and fundamental tools of language learning, which is essential in our modern life. 

However, users have scanty knowledge of dictionaries, because they don’t have the 

possibility to learn about them (what kind of dictionaries there are; how to choose a dictionary 

and how to use them etc.). In the work there are qualitative and quantitative analyses of 

hypothetically known qualitative differences in concise dictionaries. With in-depth analyses 

of the chosen dictionaries the writer had the possibility to describe factual differences in these 
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dictionaries. In the future, lexicography can use this information in providing new and modern 

dictionaries.
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